
A fraud detected 

Yes, this is an inbound letter to Algeria, not one originating there.  But there is a reason it holds a strong 
interest for me.  Here’s the story. 

The writer of this letter, a notary in Grenoble named Sachet, addressed this letter to M. Brevard, the 
mayor of Fouka in the province of Alger.  He attached a 25 centime stamp, which was then the current 
stamp and current rate.  Unfortunately, the writer attempted to re-use an already canceled stamp. 

This generated a lot of attention from the post office.  The alert postal director in Grenoble noted on the 
letter that the stamp had been previously used.  He also applied the “25” centimes due marking on the 
letter.  He prepared form No. 1107, titled “AVIS DE CHARGEMENT/D’UNE/LETTRE REVÉTUE D’UN TIMBRE-
POSTE PRÉSUMÉ FRAUDULEUX.”  On the form the postal director described the basics of the letter and 
offered his observations why he considered the stamp to be reused, as required.  Then he mailed form 
No. 1107 to the Paris postal administration, the office of “minor infractions.”  There is an indication that 
it was received on June 21. 

The letter went on to Coléah, Algeria, arriving June 28.  Note the distribution cancel and handwritten 
notation below it.  Fouka was too small to have a post office, so Coléah was the closest.  On June 29 the 
addressee appeared at the post office where he was read the riot act.  After a lecture about re-using 
stamps (which, you remember, was done by the sender), the postal authority opened the letter to 
ensure it came from M. Sachet.  All of this was documented on a largely pre-printed two-page postal 
form (no number) that M. Brevard had to sign after his ordeal.  The Coléah cancel is on the form.  The 
postal service retained the exterior of the letter and the sender’s signature.  While there is no clear 
indication, it seems that this form and the exterior of the letter were then sent to Paris. 

The last document related to the attempted fraud is a pre-printed form letter from the Parisian legal 
counsel of the postal administration to the public prosecutor at Grenoble.  It refers to M. Sachet, the 
sender, his attempt to defraud the post office, and mentions that the necessary documents are enclosed 
to allow for prosecution.  In the interior of the document there are two lists of indicative traits that show 
a stamp has been fraudulently reused.  Just as in the diagram, the stamp on the letter bears a lozenge 
cancel that clearly does not extend onto the paper of the letter. 

Can you imagine how difficult it is to find all of these documents still associated with each other after all 
these years?  This was one of the “must haves” for my exhibit, although now that I have it, it will be a 
project to get all of this onto one page in a way that will tell the story! 

As usual, I welcome your comments and corrections. 



 

 

 

 

 



 



 



 



 



 


